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Searching for H˜tt in weak boson fusion at the CERN LHC
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Weak boson fusion is a copious source of intermediate mass Higgs bosons at the LHC. The additional very
energetic forward jets in these events provide for powerful background suppression tools. We analyze the
H→tt decay mode for the standard model Higgs boson. A parton level analysis of the dominant physics
backgrounds~mainly Z→tt and Drell-Yan production oft’s! and of reducible backgrounds~from W1 jet and

bb̄ production in association with two jets and subsequent leptonic decays! demonstrates that this channel
allows the observation ofH→tt in a low background environment, yielding a significant Higgs signal with an
integrated luminosity of about 30 fb21. The weak boson fusion process thus allows direct measurement of the
Htt coupling.@S0556-2821~99!06601-1#

PACS number~s!: 13.85.2t, 14.60.Fg, 14.80.Bn
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I. INTRODUCTION

The search for the Higgs boson and, hence, for the or
of electroweak symmetry breaking and fermion mass gen
tion remains one of the premier tasks of present and fu
high energy physics experiments. Fits to precision el
troweak~EW! data have for some time suggested a relativ
small Higgs boson mass, of order 100 GeV@1#. This is one
of the reasons why the search for an intermediate mass H
boson is particularly important@2#. Beyond the reach of the
e1e2 collider LEP at CERN and of the Fermilab Tevatro
for masses in the 110–150 GeV range, we show that ob
vation of theH→tt decay channel at the CERN Large Ha
ron Collider ~LHC! is quite promising. An advantage of th
H→tt channel, in particular compared to the dominantH

→bb̄ mode, is the lower background from QCD process
TheH→tt channel thus offers the best prospects for a dir
measurement of the Higgs boson’s couplings to fermions

For the intermediate mass range, most of the literature
focussed on Higgs production via gluon fusion@2# and t t̄H
@3# or WH(ZH) @4# associated production. Cross sections
Higgs boson production at the LHC are well-known@2#, and
while production via gluon fusion has the largest cross s
tion by almost one order of magnitude, there are substan
QCD backgrounds but few handles to distinguish them fr
the signal. Essentially, only the decay products’ transve
momentum and the resonance in their invariant mass di
bution can be used. The second largest production cross
tion for the standard model~SM! Higgs boson is predicted
for weak-boson fusion~WBF!, qq→qqVV→qqH. WBF
events contain additional information in the observable qu
jets. Techniques like forward jet tagging@5–7# can then be
exploited to reduce the backgrounds.

Another feature of the WBF signal is the lack of col
exchange between the initial-state quarks. Color cohere
between initial- and final-state gluon bremsstrahlung lead
suppressed hadron production in the central region, betw
the two tagging-jet candidates of the signal@8#. This is in
0556-2821/98/59~1!/014037~13!/$15.00 59 0140
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contrast to most background processes, which typically
volve color exchange in thet-channel and thus lead to en
hanced hadronic activity in the central region. We expl
these features, via a veto on additional soft jet activity in
central region@9#.

While some attention has been given toA/H→tt
searches at the LHC@10–12# in the framework of the mini-
mal supersymmetric SM~MSSM!, where the increased cou
plings of A/H to t predicted for tanb @1 lead to higher
production rates, conventional wisdom says that the cha
of seeing the SM Higgs boson via this decay mode is nil, a
it has heretofore been ignored in the literature. Thus,
provide a first analysis of intermediate-mass SMH→tt at
the LHC ~and of the main physics and reducible bac
grounds! which demonstrates the feasibility of Higgs bos
detection in this channel, with modest luminosity.H→tt
event characteristics are analyzed for onet decaying leptoni-
cally and the other decaying hadronically, because of
high trigger efficiency and good branching ratio of th
mode; Ref.@10# found the dual leptonic decay mode to b
considerably more difficult due to higher backgrounds.

Our analysis is a parton-level Monte Carlo study, usi
full tree-level matrix elements for the weak boson fusi
Higgs signal and the various backgrounds. In Sec. II we
scribe our calculational tools, the methods employed in
simulation of the various processes, and important par
eters. Extra minijet activity is simulated by adding the em
sion of one extra parton to the basic signal and backgro
processes. Generically we call the basic signal process~with
its two forward tagging jets! and the corresponding back
ground calculations ‘‘2-jet’’ programs, and refer to the sim
lations with one extra parton as ‘‘3-jet’’ programs. In Sec
III and IV, using the 2-jet programs for physics and reducib
backgrounds, respectively, we demonstrate forward jet
ging andt identification and reconstruction criteria whic
yield an '2/1 signal-to-background~S/B! ratio. Both the
W j1 j j and bb̄j j reducible backgrounds intrinsically ar
much larger than theZ→tt and Drell-Yant-pair production
©1998 The American Physical Society37-1
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backgrounds. We explain and emphasize the cuts crucia
reducing these backgrounds to a manageable level.

In Sec. V we analyze the different minijet patterns
signal and background, using the truncated shower appr
mation~TSA! @13# to regulate the cross sections. By explo
ing the two most important characteristics of the extra rad
tion, its angular distribution and its hardness, the QC
backgrounds can be suppressed substantially by a vet
extra central jet emission. Within the TSA, probabilities a
estimated for vetoing signal and background events, and
combined with the production cross sections of the previ
section to predict signal and background rates in Table
These rates demonstrate the possibility to extract a very
backgroundH→tt signal at the LHC.

Our signal selection is not necessarily optimized yet. A
ditional observables are available to distinguish the sig
from background. The final discussion in Sec. VI include
survey of distributions which can be used, e.g. in neural-
algorithms, to further improve the signal significance.

II. CALCULATIONAL TOOLS

We simulate pp collisions at the CERN LHC,As
514 TeV. All signal and background cross sections are
termined in terms of full tree level matrix elements for t
contributing subprocesses and will be discussed in more
tail below.

For all our numerical results we have chosen sin2 uW
50.2315, MZ591.19 GeV, and GF51.16639
31025 GeV22, which translates intoMW579.97 GeV and
a(MZ)5128.93 when using the tree-level relations betwe
these input parameters. This value ofMW is somewhat lower
than the current world average of'80.35 GeV. However,
this difference has negligible effects on all cross sectio
e.g., theqq→qqH signal cross section varies by about 0.5
for these twoW mass values. The tree level relations b
tween the input parameters are kept in order to guara
electroweak gauge invariance of all amplitudes. For all Q
effects, the running of the strong-coupling constant is eva
ated at one-loop order, withas(MZ)50.118. We employ
CTEQ4L parton distribution functions@14# throughout. Un-
less otherwise noted the factorization scale is chosen am f
5min(pT) of the defined jets.

A. qq˜qqH„g… signal process

The signal can be described, at lowest order, by t
single-Feynman-diagram processes,qq→qq(WW,ZZ)
→qqH, i.e. WW andZZ fusion where the weak bosons a
emitted from the incoming quarks@15#. From a previous
study ofH→gg decays in weak boson fusion@16# we know
several features of the signal, which we can directly exp
here: the centrally produced Higgs boson tends to yield c
tral decay products~in this caset1t2!, and the two quarks
enter the detector at large rapidity compared to thet’s and
with transverse momenta in the 20–80 GeV range, thus le
ing to two observable forward tagging jets.

For the study of a central jet veto, the emission of at le
one extra parton must be simulated. This is achieved by
01403
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weak boson fusion with radiation of an additional gluon, a
all crossing related process. These include

qq̄→qq̄Hg, q̄q̄→q̄q̄Hg, qg→qqq̄H, q̄g→q̄qq̄H,
~1!

and can be found in Ref.@17#. For this case with three fina
state partons, the factorization scale is chosen asm f
5min(pT) of the tagging jets and the renormalization sca
m r is set to the transverse momentum of the non-tagg
parton ~minijet!. Different scale choices or different inpu
parameters will, of course, affect our numerical resu
Variation of the factorization scale by a factor of 2 chang
the 2-jet cross section in the last column of Table I
<610%.

In the following we only considert-pair decays with one
t decaying leptonically,t→enent , mnmnt , and the other
decaying hadronically,t6→h6X, with a combined branch-
ing fraction of 45%. Our analysis critically employs tran
verse momentum cuts on the chargedt-decay products and
hence, some care must be taken to ensure realistic mom
tum distributions.

Because of its small mass, we simulate thet decays in the
collinear approximation. The momentum fractionz of the
charged decay lepton int6→l 6n l nt is generated accord
ing to the decay distribution

1

G l

dG l

dz
5

1

3
~12z!@~515z24z2!1xt~11z28z2!#.

~2!

Herext denotes the chirality of the decayingt ~which, for a
negative helicityt2 or positive helicityt1, is given byxt
521 in the collinear limit!. Similarly the pion spectrum for
t6→p6nt decays is given by

1

Gp

dGp

dz
.11xt~2z21!. ~3!

Decay distributions fort→rnt andt→a1nt are taken from
Ref. @18#. We add the decay distributions from the vario
hadronic decay modes according to their branching rat
The vector meson decays are simulated in the narrow w
approximation, which is adequate for our purposes. The
cay of the Higgs scalar producest’s of opposite chirality,
xt152xt2 and this anti-correlation of thet6 polarizations
is taken into account.

Positive identification of the hadronict6→h6X decay
requires severe cuts on the charged hadron isolation. Pos
strategies have been analyzed by Cavalliet al. @10# and we
base our simulations on their result. Considering hadro
jets of ET.40 GeV in the ATLAS detector, they find non
tau rejection factors of 400 or more~see below! while retain-
ing true hadronict decays with an identification efficiency

et~t→n1hadrons!50.26. ~4!

This estimate includes the requirement of seeing a sin
charged hadron track, ofpT.2 GeV, pointing in thet direc-
7-2
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SEARCHING FORH→tt IN WEAK BOSON FUSION AT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 014037
tion, and thus effectively singles out 1-prongt decays. Ac-
cordingly, only the 1-prong hadronic branching ratios a
considered in our mixture ofp, r and a1 modes. Since the
overall efficiency includes 3-prong events, which have n
ligible acceptance, the effective efficiency for 1-prong eve
is larger and taken as 0.34 in the following, which rep
duces the overall efficiency of Eq.~4!.

B. QCD t1t21 j j „ j … physics background

Given the H decay signature, the main physics ba
ground to our signalt1t2 j j events arises from real emissio
QCD corrections to the Drell-Yan processqq̄→(Z,g)
→t1t2. For t1t2 j j events these background processes
clude @19#

qg→qgt1t2, qq8→qq8t1t2, ~5!

which are dominated byt-channel gluon exchange, and a
crossing related processes, such as

qq̄→ggt1t2, gg→qq̄t1t2. ~6!

All interference effects between virtual photon a
Z-exchange are included. TheZ component dominates, how
ever, and we call these processes collectively the ‘‘Q
Z j j ’’ background. The cross sections for the correspond
Z13-jet processes, which we need for our modeling of mi
jet activity in the QCDZ j j background, have been calcu
lated in Refs.@20–22#. Similar to the treatment of the signa
processes, we use a parton-level Monte Carlo program b
on the work of Ref.@21# to model the QCDZ j j and Z j j j
backgrounds.

The factorization scale is chosen as for the Higgs bo
signal. Withn52 andn53 colored partons in the final state
the overall strong-coupling constant factors are taken
(as)

n5P i 51
n as(pTi

); i.e., the transverse momentum of ea
additional parton is taken as the relevant scale for its prod
tion, irrespective of the hardness of the underlying scatte
event. This procedure guarantees that the sameas

2 factors are
used for the hard part of aZ j j event, independent of th
number of additional minijets, and at the same time the sm
scales relevant for soft-gluon emission are implemented.

The momentum distributions for thet decay products are
generated as for the Higgs boson signal. Because of
~axial! vector coupling of the virtualZ,g to t’s, the produced
t1 andt2 have the same chirality. This correlation of thet
polarizations is taken into account by calculating individu
helicity amplitudes and folding the corresponding cross s
tions with the appropriatet1 andt2 decay distributions; i.e.
the full t polarization information is retained in the energ
distribution of thet decay products.

C. EW t1t21 j j „ j … physics background

These backgrounds arise fromZ andg bremsstrahlung in
quark-~anti!quark scattering viat-channel electroweak boso
exchange, with subsequent decayZ,g→t1t2:

qq8→qq8t1t2. ~7!
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Naively, this EW background may be thought of as su
pressed compared to the analogous QCD process in Eq~5!.
However, the EW background includes electroweak bo
fusion,VV→t1t2, either viat-channelt/n-exchange or via
s-channelg/Z-exchange, and the latter has a momentum a
color structure which is identical to the signal and cann
easily be suppressed via cuts.

We use the results of Ref.@23# for our calculations, which
ignore s-channel EW boson exchange contributing toqq̄
production, and Pauli interference of identical quarks. Wh
requiring a large rapidity separation between the two qu
jets ~tagging jets! the resulting large dijet invariant mass s
verely suppresses anys-channel processes which might giv
rise to the dijet pair, and the very different phase space
gions of the two scattered quarks make Pauli interfere
effects small. All charged-current~CC! and neutral-current
~NC! subprocesses are included. The CC process domin
over NC exchange, however, mainly because of the lar
coupling of the quarks to theW as compared to photon andZ
interactions. As in the QCDZ j j case, theZ-pole dominates
the t1t2 invariant mass distribution; so we will refer t
these EW processes as the ‘‘EWZ j j ’’ background.

The t decay distributions are generated in the same w
as described above for the Higgs signal. Since the progr
of Ref. @23# generate polarization averagedt1t2 cross sec-
tions, we have to assume unpolarizedt’s. However, as for
the QCDZ j j background, thet1t2 pair arises from virtual
vector boson decay, resulting in at1 and t2 of the same
chirality. This correlation of thet polarizations is taken into
account.

In order to determine the minijet activity in the EWZ j j
background we need to evaluate theO(as) real parton emis-
sion corrections. The correspondingO(a4as) diagrams for

qq8→qq8gt1t2, ~8!

and all crossing related subprocesses, have first been c
lated in Ref.@24#. Production of thet-pair via Z andg ex-
change is considered. The factorization and renormaliza
scales are chosen to be the same as for theH j j signal, as this
is also a hard EW process.

We have previously examined other scale choices for
Z backgrounds @24#, and found small uncertaintie
('615%) for the EW component, while variations for th
QCD component reach a factor 1.5. We thus expect the
nal and EWZ j j background cross sections to be fairly we
determined at leading order, while the much larger theor
cal uncertainty for the QCDZ j j background emphasizes th
need for experimental input.

D. QCD Wj1 j j „ j … reducible background

Reducible backgrounds tot1t2→l 6h7p” T events can
arise from any process with a hard, isolated lepton, miss
pT , and an additional narrow jet in the final state which c
be mistaken as a hadronically decayingt. A primary reduc-
ible background thus arises from leptonicW decays inW j
events, where additional QCD radiation supplies the two t
ging jet candidates. At lowest order we need to consi
7-3
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W j1 j j production as the hard process, which is very sim
to the simulation of the QCDZ j j j background discusse
before, with the bremsstrahlungZ replaced by aW. Here
W→ene ,mnm decays only are considered and are treated
a faket decaying leptonically. Real leptonict decays from
W→tnt→l n l nt are relatively suppressed by thet leptonic
branching ratio of 35% and the severity of the transve
momentum cuts on the softer charged lepton spectrum. T
will be ignored in the following.

Two of the jets inW j1 j j events are identified as taggin
jets, and fluctuations of the third into a narrow jet are co
sidered, resembling a hadronically decayingt. In Ref. @10#
the probability for misidentifying a gluon or light-quark je
as a hadronict decay was estimated as

et~ jet→ ‘ ‘ n1hadrons’’!50.0025, ~9!

and we assign this probability to each of the final state j
In each event one of the hard partons is randomly assigne
be the t. To mimic the signal, this jet and the identifie
charged lepton must be of opposite charge. Thus, we red
theW j1 j j background by an additional factor of 2 to sim
late the opposite charge requirement for the single track
lowed in thet-like jet. As theW j1 j j events are a QCD
background, we use the same factorization and renorma
tion scales as for the QCDZ j j case.

To simulate additional minijet emission, we need to a
one more parton to the final state. The code forW14 j ma-
trix elements has been available since the work of Bere
et al. @25#. Here we use the program developed in Ref.@26#,
which was generated viaMADGRAPH @27#. SinceW14 j pro-
duction produces a six-particle final state, with up to 5
graphs for the most complicated processes, it takes cons
able CPU time to obtain good statistics. We modified
MADGRAPH code to do random helicity summation, speedi
up the calculation by approximately a factor of 3 for a giv
statistical error in the final cross section. As before,as is
taken as the geometric mean ofas(pT) factors for each of
the partons, including the parton which fakes the hadront
decay.

E. QCD bb̄jj reducible background

The semileptonic decay ofb quarks provides anothe
source of leptons and neutrinos which can be misidentifie
tau decays. Even thoughb-quark decays are unlikely to lea
to isolated charged leptons and very narrow tau-like jets
single event, the sheer number ofbb̄ pairs produced at the
LHC makes them potentially dangerous. Indeed, the anal
of Ref. @10# found thatbb̄ pairs lead to a reduciblet1t2

background which is similar in size toW j production. We
therefore studybb̄j j production as our second reducib
background and neglect any other sources liket t̄ events
which were shown to give substantially smaller backgrou
to t1t2-pairs in Ref.@10#.

We only considerb-production events where bothb
quarks have large transverse momentum. In addition,
forward tagging jets will be required as part of the sign
event selection. The relevant leading order process there
01403
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is the production ofbb̄ pairs in association with two jets
which includes the subprocesses

gg→bb̄gg

qg→bb̄qg

q1q2→bb̄q1q2 . ~10!

The exact matrix elements for theO(as
4) processes are

evaluated, including all the crossing related subproces
and retaining a finiteb-quark mass@28#. The Pauli interfer-
ence terms between identical quark flavors in the proc
q1q2→bb̄q1q2 are neglected, with little effect in the overa
cross section, due to the large differences in the rapidity
the final state partons. The factorization scale is chosen
the smallest transverse energy of the final state partons
fore theb-quark decay. The strong coupling constantas is
evaluated at the corresponding transverse energy of the
state partons, i.e.,

as
45as„ET~b!…as„ET~ b̄!…as~pT, jet1

!as~pT, jet2
!.

The semileptonic decayb→l nc of one of theb quarks is
simulated by multiplying thebb̄j j cross section by a branch
ing ratio factor of 0.395~corresponding to at least one sem
leptonicb decay to occur! and by implementing a three-bod
phase space distribution for the decay momenta. This pa
the simulation is performed in order to estimate the effects
the lepton isolation cuts on the transverse momentum di
butions of theb-decay leptons. Since these are kinema
effects, we use the lightest meson masses in the simula
and setmb55.28 GeV andmc51.87 GeV. In Ref.@10# a
factor 100 reduction of thebb̄ background was found as
result of lepton isolation, requiringET,5 GeV in a cone of
radius 0.6 around the charged lepton. In our simulation, a
energy smearing of the charm quark jet~see below!, we find
a reduction factor of 52 due to lepton isolation with a cone
radius 0.7. However, our simulation does not include par
showers or hadronization of theb quark, effectively replac-
ing theb-quark fragmentation function by a delta-function
one, and thus underestimates the effect of lepton isola
cuts on theb-quark background. To compensate for this, w
multiply our bb̄j j rates by another factor 0.52, thus effe
tively implementing the factor of 100 suppression found
Cavalli et al. @10#.

In addition to an isolated lepton, thebb̄j j events must
produce a narrow jet which is consistent with a hadronit
decay, and has charge opposite the identified charged lep
This may either be one of the light quark or gluon jets, f
which the misidentification probability of 0.25% of Eq.~9!
will be used, or it may be theb-quark jet. In Ref.@10# the
probability for misidentifying ab-quark jet as a hadronict
decay was estimated as

et~b→ ‘ ‘ n1hadrons’’!'0.0005. ~11!
7-4
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However, because of limited Monte Carlo statistics, t
number was based on a single surviving event only. Since
are really interested in an upper bound on thebb̄j j back-
ground, we follow the ATLAS proposal@12# instead, and use
the upper bound

et~b→ ‘ ‘ n1hadrons’’!,0.0015 ~12!

for our analysis. Thus, all ourbb̄j j cross sections, aftert
identification, should be considered conservative estima
A more precise analysis ofb→t misidentification probabili-
ties in the LHC detectors is clearly needed, which is beyo
the scope of the present work. Finally, an additional ove
factor of 2 reduction is applied, as in theW j1 j j case, for the
lepton-jet opposite charge requirement.

The purpose of ourb analysis is to verify thatb semilep-
tonic decays do not overwhelm the signal. The above pro
dures are adequate for this purpose, since we obtain
bb̄j j backgrounds~in Table IV! which are 20–40 times
smaller than the signal. We do not calculate additio
b-quark backgrounds arising from intrinsicb contributions
~processes likegb→bggg!. The matrix elements for thes
processes are of the same order (as

4) as for thebb̄j j subpro-
cesses discussed above, but they are suppressed in ad
by the smallb-quark density in the proton. Also, we do n
simulate additional soft gluon emission for thebb̄j j back-
ground. This would requirebb̄13 jet matrix elements which
are not yet available. Rather, in Sec. V, we assume the p
ability for extra minijet emission to be the same as for t
other reducible QCD background,W j1 j j production.

F. Detector resolution

The QCD processes discussed above lead to steeply
ing jet transverse momentum distributions. As a result
finite detector resolution can have a sizable effect on cr
sections. Resolution effects are particularly pronounced
the bb̄j j background, where a higher momentum cha
quark ~from b→cl n decay! can fluctuate below theET(c)
,5 GeV isolation requirement of the charged lepton.

These resolution effects are taken into account via Ga
ian smearing of the energies of jets andb andt decay prod-
ucts. Following ATLAS expectations@12# we use resolutions

DE

E
5

5.2

E
%

0.16

AE
% .009, ~13!

for jets ~with individual terms added in quadrature!, while
for charged leptons we use

DE

E
52%. ~14!

In addition, a finite detector resolution leads to fake mi
ing transverse momentum in events with hard jets.
ATLAS analysis@10# showed that these effects are well p
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rametrized by a Gaussian distribution of the components
the fake missing transverse momentum vector,p”W T , with
resolution

s~p” x ,p” y!50.46A( ET,had, ~15!

for each component. In our calculations, these fake miss
transverse momentum vectors are added linearly to the
trino momenta.

III. HIGGS SIGNAL AND REAL t1t2 BACKGROUNDS

Theqq→qqH,H→tt signal is characterized by two for
ward jets and thet decay products. Before discussing bac
ground levels and further details like minijet radiation pa
terns, we need to identify the search region for these h
H j j events. Prior tot identification, the task is identical to
the Higgs boson search inqq→qqH,H→gg which was
considered previously@16#. We can thus adopt the strateg
of this earlier analysis and start out by discussing three le
of cuts on theqq→qqH, H→tt signal, before considering
t decay andt identification. This procedure makes explic
the source of the major signal reduction factors which
will encounter.

The basic acceptance requirements must ensure tha
two jets and twot’s are observed inside the detector~within
the hadronic and electromagnetic calorimeters, respective!,
and are well-separated from each other:

pTj ~1,2!
>40,20 GeV, uh j u<5.0, DRj j >0.7,

uhtu<2.5, DRj t>0.7, DRtt>0.7. ~16!

Slightly more than half of all signal events pass these ba
cuts. The staggeredpTj

cuts anticipate the steeply fallin
transverse momentum distributions of both jets for the Q
backgrounds, which are dominated by bremsstrahlung
ons. In contrast, for theH j j signal, thepT scale is set by the
mass of the exchanged weak bosons and most of the tag
jets survive these cuts.

Another feature of the irreducible QCD background is t
generally higher rapidity of thet’s as compared to the Higg
signal: Z and g bremsstrahlung occur at small angles w
respect to the parent quarks, producingt’s forward of the
jets. Thus, at the second level of cuts we require botht’s to
lie between the jets with a separation in pseudorapid
Dh j ,t.0.7 and the jets to occupy opposite hemispheres:

h j ,min10.7,ht1,2
, h j ,max20.7, h j 1

•h j 2
,0. ~17!

At the third level of cuts, which is also the starting point f
our consideration of the various backgrounds, a wide se
ration in pseudorapidity is required between the two forwa
tagging jets,

Dh tags5uh j 1
2h j 2

u>4.4, ~18!

leaving a gap of at least 3 units of pseudorapidity in wh
the t’s can be observed. This technique to separate w
7-5
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boson scattering from various backgrounds is we
established@5–7,9,16#, in particular for heavy Higgs boso
searches. Table I shows the effect of these cuts on the s
for a SM Higgs boson of massmH5120 GeV. Overall,
about 25% of allH→tt events generated in weak boso
fusion are accepted by the cuts of Eqs.~16!–~18!.

The resultingH j j ,H→tt cross section is compared wit
the irreducibleZ j j ,Z→tt backgrounds in the first row o
Table II. Somewhat surprisingly, the EWZ j j background
reaches 5% of the QCDZ j j background already at this leve
while naively one might expect suppression by a fac
(aQED /as)

2'431023. In the EWZ j j background,W ex-
change processes can produce centralt pairs byZ emission
from the exchangedW and are therefore kinematically sim
lar to the signal. This signal-like component remains af
the forward jet tagging cuts, and, as we will see, will grow
relative importance as the overall signal/background rati
improved.

So far we have not consideredt decays. In order to ge
more realistic rate estimates and to include the reduc
backgrounds~W j1 j j and bb̄j j ; see Sec. IV! we need to
study definitet decay channels. We considert1t2 decays
with onet decaying leptonically~e or m! and the other de-
caying hadronically in the following, since previous studi
have shown that dual leptonic decay is more difficult to o
serve @10#. With a hadronic branching ratioB(t→n
1hadrons)50.65 and the overall hadronict-decay identifi-
cation efficiency of Eq.~4!, the selection of thist-pair decay
channel immediately reduces allt1t2 rates by a factor

eB52et~t→n1hadrons!B~t→n1hadrons!B~t→l n l nt!

5230.2630.6530.3551/8.5. ~19!

In addition, triggering the event via the isolatedt-decay lep-
ton and identifying the hadronict decay as discussed in Re
@10# requires sizable transverse momenta for the observabt
decay products. In the following we require

TABLE I. Signal H→tt branching ratio times cross section
for mH5120 GeV H j j events inpp collisions atAs514 TeV.
Results are given for successive cuts of Eqs.~16!–~18!.

Eq. ~16! 1 Eq. ~17! 1 Eq. ~18!

B(H→t1t2)sH j j (fb) 132 77 57.6
01403
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pTt,lep
.20 GeV, pTt,had

.40 GeV, ~20!

where the second requirement is needed to use the resu
Cavalli et al. on hadronict identification. These transvers
momentum requirements are quite severe and reduce
Higgs signal by another factor of 3.8. The resulting sign
and background cross sections are given in the second ro
Table II.

Crucial for further background reduction is the observ
tion that thet-pair invariant mass can be reconstructed fro
the observablet decay products and the missing transve
momentum vector of the event@29#. Denoting byxt i

the
fractions of the parentt energy which each observable dec
particle carries, the transverse momentum vectors are rel
by

p”W T 5S 1

xt l

21D pW l 1S 1

xth

21D pW h . ~21!

Here we neglect thet mass and assume that the neutrin
from thet decays are collinear with the charged observab
a condition which is satisfied to an excellent degree beca
of the hight transverse momenta needed to satisfy Eq.~20!.
As long as the the decay products are not back-to-back,
~21! gives two conditions forxt i

and provides thet momenta

aspW l /xt l
andpW h /xth

, respectively. This last condition is me

in our case because theH and Z bosons are typically pro-
duced with highpT , on the order of 150 GeV for all pro
cesses except thebb̄j j background~in which case the aver
agepT'85 GeV is still sufficient!.

Mismeasured transverse momenta~smearing effects! can
still lead to unphysical solutions for the reconstructedt mo-
menta. In order to avoid these, we impose a cut on the a
between thet decay products and require positivity of th
calculatedxt i

:

cosutt .20.9, xt l ,h
.0. ~22!

The resultingt-pair invariant mass resolution is som
what narrower than the one found in Ref.@10#, the 1s half-
width for the H peak ranging from about 7 GeV fo
mH5110 GeV to about 10 GeV formH5150 GeV~see Fig.
4 below!. This improved resolution is an effect of the high
averagepT of the underlying process: in our case, the tw
of the

TABLE II. Signal and background cross sectionsBs ~fb! for mH5120 GeVH j j events inpp collisions

at As514 TeV. Results are given after increasingly stringent cuts. The last column gives the ratio
signal to the background cross sections listed in the previous columns.

H j j QCD Z j j EW Z j j W j1 j j bb̄1 j j S/B

forward tagging@Eqs.~16,17,18!# 57.6 1670 90
1t identification@Eq. ~20!# 1.79 20.0 1.44 26.4 7.6 1/30
1110,mtt,130 GeV@Eq. ~22!# 1.18 0.95 0.07 1.77 0.6 1/3
1mj j .1 TeV, mT( l ,p” T),30 GeV
@Eqs.~23,24!# 0.62 0.17 0.04 0.11 0.15 1.3/1
1xt l

,0.75, xth
,1.0 @Eq. ~25!# 0.49 0.14 0.03 0.02 0.05 2/1
7-6
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forward tagging jets from weak boson scattering impar
higherpT on theH or Z than is the case from QCD radiatio
in gluon fusion. The smallert1t2 opening angle then lead
to a bettert momentum reconstruction via Eq.~21!. Given
this t-pair mass resolution, we choose610 GeV mass bins
for analyzing the cross sections. Signal and background c
sections in a 20 GeV mass bin centered at 120 GeV, afte
reconstruction conditions of Eq.~22!, are listed in the third
row of Table II. QCD and EWZ j j backgrounds are reduce
by a factor of 20, while about 2/3 of the signal survives t
mass reconstruction cuts.

Because the QCD backgrounds typically occur at sm
invariant masses, we can further reduce them by imposin
cut on the invariant mass of the tagging jets,

mj j .1 TeV. ~23!

Figure 1 shows the tagging jets’ invariant mass distribut
for the signal and QCDZ j j background to illustrate the ef
fect of the cut.

IV. FAKE t1t2 EVENTS: REDUCIBLE BACKGROUNDS

Reducible backgrounds to theH→tt signal, with subse-
quent leptonic decay of one of thet’s, arise from any source
of isolated, single hard leptons. As discussed in Sec. II,
considerW j1 j j events and heavy quark production, in t
form of bb̄j j events. Intrinsically, these reducible bac
grounds are enormous and overwhelm even the phy
backgrounds beforet identification and tight lepton isolation
cuts are made. Crucial for the reduction of these backgrou
to a manageable level is the requirement of a narrowt-like
jet, which leads to a factor of 400 suppression for theW j
1 j j background~see Sec. II D!. The probability for ab

FIG. 1. Invariant mass distribution of the two tagging jets f
the H j j signal ~solid line! and the QCDZ j j background~dashed
line!, at the level of forward tagging cuts andt reconstruction, Eqs
~16!–~22!,~24!.
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quark to fluctuate into a narrowt-like jet is even smaller,
below 0.0015, and another large reduction, by a factor of 1
~see Sec. II E!, is expected from requiring theb-decay lepton
to be well isolated. An additional factor of 2 reduction
achieved by requiring opposite charges for the isolated
ton and the tau-like jet. The resulting background rates,
charged leptons andt-like jets satisfying the transverse mo
mentum requirements of Eq.~20!, are listed in the second
row of Table II.

Unlike the Higgs signal or theZ j j backgrounds, the re
ducible backgrounds show no resonance peaks in themtt
distribution. As a result, another reduction by an order
magnitude is achieved when comparing rates in a Hi
search bin of width 20 GeV~third row of Table II!. Addi-
tional reductions are possible by making use of specific pr
erties of the reducible backgrounds. Analogous to the Q
Z j j background, theW j1 j j andbb̄j j backgrounds are cre
ated at smaller parton center of mass energies than the si
As a result, themj j .1 TeV cut of Eq.~23! reduces both of
them by roughly a factor of 4.

Further suppression of theW j1 j j background can be
achieved by taking advantage of the Jacobian peak in
lepton-p” T transverse mass distribution@10#, a feature which
is otherwise used to measure the mass of theW. We compare
themT distribution for the signal and theW j1 j j background
in Fig. 2. A cut

mT~ l ,p” T!,30 GeV ~24!

reduces theW j1 j j background by a factor of 5 while re
ducing the signal acceptance by only 15%. Similar to
signal, the other backgrounds are affected very little by
transverse mass cut.

At this level the S/B ratio is nearly 1/1, and we can stu
additional event characteristics, such as the missing mom

FIG. 2. Transverse mass distribution of thel -p” T system for the
H j j signal ~solid line! and the W j1 j j reducible background
~dashed line!, at the level of far forward tagging cuts,t-
reconstruction, andmj j .1 TeV @Eqs.~16!–~23!#.
7-7
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FIG. 3. Scatter plots ofxt l
vs xth

with the cuts of Eqs.~16!–~18!,~20!,~22!–~24!, for ~a! the 120 GeVH j j signal,~b! the combined QCD

and EWZ j j irreducible backgrounds,~c! theW j1 j j and~d! thebb̄j j reducible backgrounds. The number of points in each plot is arbit
and corresponds to significantly higher integrated luminosities than expected for the LHC. The solid lines indicate the cuts of Eq~25!.
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tum. In realt-pair events, the missing momentum is a vec
combination of neutrino momenta, which carry away a s
nificant fraction of thet1 andt2 energies. In the reducible
backgrounds it is purely from the leptonically decaying p
ent particle, either theW or one of theb’s. As such, we
should reconstructxth

51 for the narrow,t-like jet, except
for smearing effects. The effect is clearly observable in
distribution of events in thext l

-xth
plane, which is shown in

Fig. 3. Thext l
distribution of the leptonically decayingt

candidate also is softer for realt’s than for the reducible
backgrounds, because the charged lepton shares the pat
energy with two neutrinos. A cut

xt l
,0.75, xth

,1 ~25!

proves very effective in suppressing the reducible ba
grounds. For theW j1 j j background we find suppression b
another factor of 4.5 and thebb̄j j background is reduced b
a factor of 3, while retaining 80% of the signal rate. O
should note that these cuts are not optimized; they are me
chosen to demonstrate the usefulness of thext l

-xth
distribu-

tions in restricting the otherwise troublesome reducible ba
grounds to a manageable level. Cross sections includ
these cuts are given in the last row of Table II.

In principle, thext distributions contain information ont
polarization andxt l

-xth
correlations allow one to distinguis
01403
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between the decay of a spin-0 object, like the Higgs bo
which results in oppositet1 andt2 chiralities, and the de-
cay of the spin-1Z boson, with equalt6 chiralities @30#.
Comparison of the two scatter plots in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!
shows, however, that the remaining correlations are v
weak. This may partially be due to the stringent transve
momentum cuts~20! on thet decay products which neede
to be imposed for background reduction. In addition, t
visible t energy fractions int→l n̄ l nt andt→rnt decays
are mediocre polarization analyzers only~measuring the
splitting of ther’s energy between its two decay pions wou
improve the situation for the latter@18#!. A dedicated study is
needed to decide whether at polarization analysis is feasibl
at the LHC, but because of the small rates implied by Ta
II, we do not pursue this issue here.

V. RADIATION PATTERNS OF MINIJETS

A further characteristic of EW vs QCD scattering can
exploited, namely the absence of color exchange between
two scattering quarks in theqq→qqH signal process.
t-channel color singlet exchange in the EW case leads to
gluon emission mainly in the very forward and very bac
ward directions, whereas QCD processes are dominate
t-channel color octet exchange which results in soft glu
radiation mainly in the central detector. It was hoped that
resulting rapidity gaps in signal events~large regions in
7-8
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pseudorapidity without observed hadrons! could be used for
background suppression@8#. Unfortunately, inpp collisions
of As514 TeV at the LHC, overlapping events in a sing
bunch crossing will likely fill a rapidity gap even if it is
present at the level of a singlepp collision. Very low lumi-
nosity running is not useful because of the small signal cr
section.

The different color structures of signal and backgrou
processes can be exploited even at high luminosity, howe
if one defines rapidity gaps in terms of minijets (pT j
'15– 40 GeV) instead of soft hadrons@9#. As has been
shown for the analogous EWZ j j process@24#, with its very
similar kinematics, minijet emission in EW exchange occ
mainly in the very forward and very backward regions, a
even here is substantially softer than in the QCDZ j j back-
ground. A veto on these central minijets will substantia
improve the signal-to-background ratio. Following the ana
sis of Ref.@24# we veto additional central jets in the regio

pT j
veto.pT,veto, ~26a!

h j ,min
tag 10.7,h j

veto,h j ,max
tag 20.7,

~26b!

wherepT,veto may be chosen based on the capability of
detector.

Sizable background reduction via a minijet veto requi
the lowering of thepT,veto threshold to a range where th
probability for additional parton emission becomes of ord
unity. In a perturbative calculation the resulting conditio
s(n11 jets)'s(n jets), indicates that one is leaving the v
lidity range of fixed-order perturbation theory, and it b
comes difficult to provide reliable theoretical estimates
minijet emission rates. Gluon emission is governed by v
different scales in signal as compared to background p
cesses, due to their different color structures. Thus, a pa
shower approach does not immediately give reliable answ
unless both color coherence and the choice of scale
implemented correctly, corresponding to the answer given
a complete QCD calculation.

The necessary additional information on angular distri
tions and hardness of additional radiation is available in
‘‘3 jet’’ programs discussed in Sec. II. However, cross se
tions evaluated with these minijet emission codes exceed
hard-process cross sections at moderate transverse mom
of the additional jet already, namely atpT,veto'40 GeV for
the QCD cases and'10 GeV for the EW cases. In order t
extract meaningful estimates, withpT,veto'15– 20 GeV, one
needs to regulate thepT j→0 singularities. We use the TSA
@13# for this purpose, which simulates the effects of s
multiple-gluon emission by replacing the tree-level 3 jet d
ferential cross section,ds3

TL , with

ds3
TSA 5ds3

TL~12e2pT3
2 /pTSA

2
!. ~27!

Here the parameterpTSA is chosen to correctly reproduce th
tree-level 2 jet cross section,s2 , within the cuts of Eqs.~16!,
~20!,~22!–~24!; i.e., pTSA is fixed by the matching condition
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TSA

dpT3
dpT3 . ~28!

We find pTSA56.7 GeV for the H j j signal, pTSA
512.1 GeV for the EW Z j j background, andpTSA
560 GeV for the QCDZ j j and W j1 j j backgrounds. The
much larger value for the QCD processes again reflects
higher intrinsic momentum scale governing soft-gluon em
sion in the QCD backgrounds. This difference is enhan
even more by requiring larger dijet invariant masses for
two tagging jets@24#.

Usingds3
TSA as a model for additional jet activity, we ca

study the efficiency of vetoing central soft jet emission. T
survival probability for signal and background processes
found by rejecting events with a minijet ofpT j

veto.pT,veto in
the gap region~26b!, and by dividing the resultant, regulate
cross section by the inclusive (2j ) cross section. The result
are summarized in Table III. In order to determine the
numbers, we must first select two of the three final st
partons as tagging jets, for which several methods exist
the first, dubbed the ‘‘pT-method,’’ we choose the two jet
with the highestpT’s, because the quark jets of the signal a
typically much harder than gluon jets from additional so
radiation. Two other choices, the ‘‘R-method’’ and ‘‘h-
method,’’ select the two jets closest to the reconstruc
Higgs boson inDR andDh, respectively, because addition
radiation in the signal is mainly expected in the very f
forward regions, at larger separations from the Higgs bo
than the quark jets. The R- andh-methods give slightly
higher signal significances, but are still consistent with
pT-method. Results in Table III were derived with th
h-method.

The minijet veto reduces the signal by about 30%, b
eliminates typically 85% of the QCD backgrounds. The E
Z j j background is reduced by about 50%, reflecting a rad
tion pattern for thet-channelW-exchange graphs which i
similar to the signal process, but also indicates the prese
of additional bremsstrahlung processes which allow radia
back into the central region. In addition, the exchanged tra
verseW’s in the EWZ j j case result in higher-pT quark jets,
on average, than the longitudinalW’s that are exchanged in

TABLE III. Survival probabilities for the signal and back
grounds, using theh-method for selecting the tagging jets, and f
pT,veto520 GeV. The second row gives the number of events
pected for 30 fb21 of integrated luminosity, after application of a
cuts, Eqs.~16!–~18!,~20!,~22!–~25!, and for mH5120 GeV and

110,mtt,130 GeV. Survival probabilities for thebb̄j j back-
ground are assumed to be the same as for theW j1 j j background.
As a measure of the Poisson probability of the background to fl
tuate up to the signal level, the last column givessGauss, the num-
ber of Gaussian equivalent standard deviations.

H j j QCD Z j j EW Z j j W j1 j j bb̄j j sGauss

Psurv 0.71 0.14 0.48 0.15 0.15
No. events 10.4 0.61 0.46 0.11 0.24 5.2
7-9
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the H j j signal. This is also reflected in the slightly high
value for pTSA in the EWZ j j case as compared to theH j j
signal.

Table IV applies the survival probabilities found for th
h-method to the cross sections after final cuts, for Hig
boson masses ranging from 110 to 150 GeV. A constant
of the mass bins of 20 GeV is kept for simplicity. In th
actual experiment, the mass window will need to be op
mized depending on the predicted width of the signal a
background distributions, and may have to be asymmetric
low values ofmH . Our table merely shows how observing
light Higgs boson is quite feasible, even in the mass wind
close to the smearedZ peak. AsmH approaches 150 GeV
however, theH→tt branching ratio drops rapidly in the SM

TABLE IV. Number of expected events for the signal and ba
grounds, for 30 fb21 integrated luminosity and cuts as in Table II
but for a range of Higgs boson masses. Mass bins of610 GeV
around a given central value are assumed.

mH ~GeV! H j j QCD Z j j EW Z j j W j1 j j bb̄j j sGauss

110 11.1 2.1 1.4 0.1 0.3 4.1
120 10.4 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.2 5.2
130 8.6 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 5.0
140 5.8 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 3.9
150 3.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 2.3
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and the signal gets low for integrated luminosities of t
order of 30 fb21. It should be noted that with higher lumi
nosity, this channel is still very effective to make a dire
measurement of theHtt coupling.

VI. DISCUSSION

The results summarized in Table IV show that it is po
sible to isolate a virtually background freeqq→qqH,H
→tt signal at the LHC, with sufficiently large counting ra
to obtain a 5s signal with a mere 30 fb21 of data. The ex-
pected purity of the signal is demonstrated in Fig. 4, wh
the reconstructedtt invariant mass distribution for a SM
Higgs boson of mass 120 GeV is shown, together with
various backgrounds, after application of all cuts discus
in the previous section. This purity is made possible beca
the weak boson fusion process, together with
H→t1t2→l 6 hadrons7p” T decay, provides a complex sig
nal, with a multitude of characteristics which distinguish
from the various backgrounds.

The basic feature of theqq→qqH signal is the presence
of two forward tagging jets inside the acceptance of the LH
detectors, of sizablepT , and of dijet invariant mass in the
TeV range. Typical QCD backgrounds, with isolated charg
leptons and two hard jets, are much softer. In addition,
QCD backgrounds are dominated byZ or W bremsstrahlung
off forward scattered quarks, which gives typically highe

-

grounds.

FIG. 4. Reconstructedt pair invariant mass distribution for the signal and backgrounds after the cuts of Eqs.~16!–~25! and multiplication

of the Monte Carlo results by the expected survival probabilities. The solid line represents the sum of the signal and all back
Individual components are shown as histograms: theH j j signal ~solid line!, the irreducible QCDZ j j background~dashed line!, the

irreducible EWZ j j background~dotted line!, and the combinedW j1 j j andbb̄j j reducible backgrounds~dash-dotted line!.
7-10
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FIG. 5. ~a! Transverse momentum and~b! pseudorapidity distributions of the charged ‘‘t’’ decay lepton after the cuts of Eqs.~16!–~25!,
for themH5120 GeV signal~solid line!, and backgrounds: QCDZ j j production~dashed line!, EW Z j j events~dotted line!, W j1 j j events

~dot-dashed line!, andbb̄j j production~dash-double dotted line!.
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rapidity charged leptons~see Fig. 5!. In contrast, the EW
processes give rise to quite central leptons, and this inclu
not only the Higgs signal but also EWZ j j production, which
also proceeds via weak boson fusion. It is this similarity t
prevents one from ignoring EWZ j j processes, whicha pri-
ori are smaller by two orders of magnitude in total cro
section, but after final cuts remain the same size as t
QCD counterparts.

We advocate taking advantage of an additional fundam
tal characteristic of QCD and EW processes. Color-sing
exchange in thet-channel, as encountered in Higgs bos
production by weak boson fusion~and in the EWZ j j back-
ground!, leads to additional soft jet activity which differ
strikingly from that expected for the QCD backgrounds
both geometry and hardness: gluon radiation in QCD p
cesses is typically both more central and harder than in W
processes. We exploit this radiation, via a veto on eve
with central minijets, and expect a typical 85% reduction
QCD backgrounds, but only about a 30% loss of the sig

The properties mentioned so far are generic in the se
for weak boson fusion events. Additional cuts are specific
theH→tt channel, with onet decaying leptonically and the
other one decaying hadronically. Crucial are charged lep
isolation and efficient identification of the hadronically d
caying t, which are needed for the suppression of hea
quark backgrounds and non-t hadronic jets. This part of the
analysis we have adapted from Ref.@10#, which, however,
was performed forA,H→tt events from gluon fusion, i.e
without requiring two additional forward tagging jets.
more detailed assessment of lepton isolation and hadront
identification in the present context is beyond the scope
the present work and should be performed with a full det
tor simulation.

The elimination of theW j1 j j reducible background de
pends highly upon the Jacobian peak in the transverse m
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distribution of theW decay products. The other backgroun
and the Higgs signal typically produce rather small values
mT(l ,p” T), below 30 GeV, and thus well below the peak
mT(W).

Another distinguishing feature of realt decays are the
reconstructed momentum fractionsxt l

andxth
of the charged

decay lepton and of the decay hadrons. Misidentified ‘‘t’s’’
tend to produce unphysically large values for these mom
tum fractions and can thereby be eliminated to a substan
degree~see Fig. 3!. The reconstruction of theset momentum
fractions is possible since thet1t2 pairs are typically being
produced with sizable transverse momenta@see Fig. 6~c!#. As
a result back-to-backt1t2 decay products are rare@see Fig.
6~b!# and this in turns allows the mass reconstruction of
t-pair, which is crucial for the suppression of the main phy
ics background,Z→tt.

We have not made full use of the differences between
Higgs signal and the various backgrounds in some of th
distributions. Additional examples are shown in Figs. 5 a
6. Figure 5 shows thepTl and h l distributions for the ob-
servable charged lepton, which will form an important p
of the event trigger. As a result of the lepton isolation c
the pTl falloff is considerably steeper for thebb̄j j back-
ground than for the signal and the other backgrounds.
much leeway is present in applying more stringent cu
however, without losing a substantial fraction of the sign
One can also take advantage of theh l distribution for the
QCD Z j j background, which, at the final level of cuts, r
mains important in particular for small values of the Hig
boson mass.

In addition to the leptonpT , we may use the missing
transverse momentum of the event,p” T , Fig. 6~a!, which is
exceptionally small for thebb̄j j background. In combination
with a more stringent cut on thet pair opening angle,
7-11
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FIG. 6. Shape comparison of various distributions for the Higgs signal~solid line! and the backgrounds: QCDZ j j production~dashed

line!, W j1 j j events~dot-dashed line!, andbb̄j j production~dash-double dotted line!. Shown are the~a! p” T , ~b! cos(ftt) and~c! transverse
momentum distribution of the reconstructedtt system, after the cuts of Eqs.~16!–~25!.
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cos(ftt), shown in Fig. 6~b! ~where an even more strikin
distinction between the physics and the reducible proce
is found!, both theW j1 j j and bb̄j j backgrounds can be
reduced even below the level discussed in Sec. V. Suc
strategy, however, may not increase the statistical sig
cance of the signal. In fact we find that slightly looser cu
for example on the dijet invariant mass,mj j , can somewhat
increase the significance of the signal while reducing
signal-to-background ratio. These points demonstrate tha
have not yet optimized the search strategy forH→tt de-
cays. This might be possible by combining the informati
from all the distributions mentioned above in a neural-
analysis. It is premature at this stage, however, to perfo
such an analysis since the issues oft-identification or of
suppression of heavy quark decays in a realistic dete
need to be addressed simultaneously, for the specific
cesses considered here.

Beyond the possibility of discovering the Higgs boson
the H→tt mode, or confirmation of its existence, the ind
pendent measurement of theHtt coupling will be another
important reason to strive for observation ofH→tt decays
at the LHC. For such a measurement, via the analysis
lined in this paper,t-identification efficiencies, minijet veto
probabilities etc. must be precisely known. For calibrat
purposes, the presence of theZ→tt peak in Fig. 4 will be of
enormous benefit. The production rates of the QCD and
Z j j events can be reliably predicted and, thus, the obse
uc

; M
.

01403
es

a
-
,

e
e

t
m

or
o-

t-

a-

tion of theZ→tt peak allows for a direct experimental a
sessment of the needed efficiencies, in a kinematic confi
ration which is very similar to the Higgs signal.

Observation of theH→tt decay mode at the LHC, fo
the SM Higgs and for modest integrated luminosities, a
pears to be a real possibility. What is needed is for the Hi
boson to lie in the mass range between present LEP lim
and about 150 GeV, where itstt branching fraction is siz-
able. In models beyond the SM prospects may be even
ter. Weak boson fusion at the LHC will be an exciting pr
cess to study at the LHC, for a weakly coupled Higgs sec
just as much as for strong interactions in the symme
breaking sector of electroweak interactions.
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